2 The Connection of δ 18 O to Local Temperature D-O events were initially observed in δ 18 O fluctuations in the Greenland ice cores (e.g., Dansgaard, 1987 ). δ 18 O is an atmospherically transported tracer field undergoing fractionation. Jouzel et al. (1997) have reviewed many of the elements of the complicated determinants of the deposition values of δ 18 O and of the corresponding anomaly ratios for deuterium (δD). The ratio of the concentrations of the isotopes of oxygen ( 18 O, 16 O) in the Greenland ice cores are frequently interpreted as reflecting the temperature of deposition, although it has long been noted that this relationship is at best an approximation (e.g., Jouzel et al, 1997; Friedman et al., 2002) .
In recent years, a number of papers (Severinghaus et al. (1998) , Severinghaus and Brook (1999) ,
and Landais et al. ( 2004) ) have compared the time rates of change of temperature to those inferred from measurements of the in situ fractionation of argon and nitrogen isotopes in the cores. Under the assumption that the latter are essentially perfect determinants of temperature rate of change, Landais et al. (2004) , for example, conclude that δ 18 O is, within a time-varying factor of two, a reflection of local temperature at the deposition site. The δ 18 O/temperature relation is strong, but apparently not simple. For present purposes, we can stipulate that Fig. 1 approximately depicts rapid temperature changes in central Greenland.
Spatial Scale of D-O Events
A very large literature exists showing alignments of features in the Greenland ice core records with various proxy variations at varying distances. Alignments have been done with data from the Cariaco Basin, the Santa Barbara Basin (California), Hulu Cave (eastern China), the western Mediterranean, the North Atlantic, as well as many other places. The major issue with these comparisons is the tendency for unrelated records having similar frequency content to necessarily display a similar "wiggliness" (Wunsch, 2003a) . Required visual similarity can be understood by noting that the statistics of record crossings of the mean or other level are dependent only upon the low moments of the spectral densities. Spectral densities are descriptions of the record energy content as a function of frequency. The probability of record extrema (positive or negative) per unit time is also closely related to the threshold crossing problem ("Rice statistics"). Cartwright
and Longuet-Higgins (1956 ) is a standard reference, and a summary can be found in Vanmarcke (1983) . Specifically, for zero-mean Gaussian processes, the average rate of zero crossings (either upward or downward) depends only upon the first two moments, λ i , of the spectral density, Φ (ω) , with,
{moments1}
and ω is the radian frequency. In particular, the expected rate with which the time series crosses zero headed upwards (or downwards) is 1/2π p λ 2 /λ 0 /unit time. So Gaussian time series with near-identical spectral shapes will have near-identical moments, and thus rates of zero crossings, and of associated positive and negative extremes. The requirement is actually very weak-only the ratio of the integrals in (1) for small k have to be about the same. For non-Gaussian processes (e.g., Larsen et al., 2003) , the same effect occurs, albeit the quantitative rates of zero-crossing will differ. Even completely indepenent physical processes with similar λ k /λ 0 are guaranteed to display a high degree of visual correlation. That only the moment ratio appears shows that the zero-crossing rate is independent of the absolute spectral level and measurement units..
The major problem in tuning or wiggle-matching is that of "false-positives"-the visual similarity between records that are in truth unrelated. A good deal is known (e.g., Barrow and Bhavsar, 1987; Newman et al., 1994) about the tendency of the human eye to seek, and often find, patterns in images that are tricks of the human brain. (The classical example is the conviction of a large number of astronomers that they could perceive "canali" or lines, on the Martian surface.) A related problem is the tendency to attribute importance to rare events that occur no more often than statistics predicts (e.g., Kahneman et al., 1982; Diaconis and Mosteller, 1989) .
It is for this reason that statisticians have developed techniques for determining the significance of patterns independent of the human eye.
An example of the problem is shown in Fig. 2 . The black curve represents the three-month running average of monthly maximum temperature in Oxford, UK between 1861 and 1903, and the red curve is the same physical variable, but between 1936-1978 (the annual cycle having been suppressed). This arbitrary example was chosen because it is a simple way of obtaining two real physical records with nearly identical spectral densities, but for which there is no plausible mechanism by which they should be correlated or coherent. The "event" in the black record in 1880 might be identified with the weaker minimum occurring in the gray curve just slightly "earlier," and some physical hypothesis for the delay, or for age-model alignment, made. More generally, if there were some uncertainty of the age-models for these two records (there isn't any), one might be strongly tempted to argue that the degree of alignment that can be achieved by comparatively small age-model adjustments is too great to occur by chance. But, here it does occur by chance, and is a direct consequence solely of the common frequency (spectral) content.
Another example of visually similar, but unrelated, processes would be the behavior of midlatitude weather variations e.g., in mid-continental Asia and mid-continental North America:
there may even be some real (small) correlation among temperature, precipitation etc., but few would claim that aligned maxima or minima demonstrate a causal relationship. Other examples abound: oceanographic ones are the internal wave or mesoscale eddy bands at similar latitudes. Whether glacial advance/retreat similarities between distant locations reflect causal relationships, or only common underlying physics producing similar patterns of maxima and minima, would have to be determined. In any event, in comparing two records and in claiming identity of events, an important point is that alignment failures are just as significant, overall, as are their correspondences.
Consider now Fig. 3 showing a green-band reflectance time series from the Cariaco Basin the age uncertainties, to shift the records so that extreme variations coincide, as has been done in the figure. This result is then an assumption, not an inference. (A general discussion of the problems of developing chronologies under uncertainty can be found in Buck and Millard, 2004.) Estimated power densities of the Greenland and Cariaco records (after adjustment) shown in Fig. 5 are similar, but not identical, and will have similar second moments, which determine the rate of zero-crossings and hence average number of maxima and minima within any finite time interval. Spectral moments (Eq. 1) have some sensitivity to the high frequency cutoff, as high frequencies are given increasing weight with moment number. If the integrals are stopped at about 1 cycle/100yr, the ratios p λ 2 /λ 0 , which control the zero crossing rates, are √ 3.2, √ 3.5 respectively for reflectance and δ 18 O. At the high frequency end, the excess energy in the GISP2 record relative to the Cariaco Basin may well arise from the high frequencies necessary to produce the abrupt changes of the D-O events. It is also potentially an artifact of sampling, including the likelihood of aliasing in the records (see, e.g., Wunsch and Gunn, 2002) . Rates of maximum and minimum appearance per unit time depend upon λ 4 (Vanmarcke, 1983, Eq. 4.4.7) and will be more sensitive to the nature of the high frequency cutoff.
The disappearance of any coherence at periods shorter than about 900 years has at least three explanations: (1) Although both records have a physically rich variability, it is primarily regional in character and there is no simple relationship between them. This interpretation would be similar to that describing, e.g., London UK and New York City daily temperature variations. (2) The age-model error has a larger influence on the short-period variations than on the long-period ones (consistent e.g., with the analytical results of Moore and Thomson, 1991, and Wunsch, 2000) and destroys what would otherwise be a strong coherence. (3) Different physical processes dominate the proxies at high frequency in the Cariaco Basin and Greenland, but they have roughly similar low spectral moments. On the basis of these two records, one cannot distinguish these explanations and all three may well be operating.
Analyses similar to that of Peterson et al. (2001) have been carried out for the Arabian Sea (Schulz et al., 1998) , the Santa Barbara Basin (Hendy et al., 2002) , and Hulu Cave near Nanjing, China (Wang et al. 2001) There is a caveat to the above discussion. The results represent average behavior over the entire records (a conventional analysis starting point), and which are dominated by the glacial interval. It is entirely possible that during periods of strong disequilibrium, such as the major deglaciation, the system behaves very differently than it does in the glacial or Holocene periods.
Thus no inference is drawn here about the spatial extent of special events during the deglaciation (viz., the Younger Dryas), which are not necessarily typical of the record as a whole. The first issue is discussed by Chappellaz et al. (1993) extent to which it is generated in the oceanic tropics, as oppposed e.g., to being largely governed by stochastic westerly wind bursts of continental origin, is the subject of great debate (e.g., Neelin et al., 1998) . Thus for D-O events, even the detectability of a signal remotely need not lead to a deduction of its local importance, nor to inferences about generation-a subject taken up next.
Our focus now changes to the separable issue of cause (or "trigger") of the rapid changes seen in central Greenland. Consider now the widely accepted scenario that Greenland D-O events are a direct consequence of a major shift in the North Atlantic meridional overturning circulation.
Some confusion occurs at the outset because of a failure to specify which elements of that circulation are supposed to generate the climate change (Wunsch, 2003b) . Often the focus is on the mass flux associated with the meridional overturning, and the mass flux is indeed central to the dynamics of the ocean. But in terms of the impact on the climate system, it is the oceanic poleward heat flux that has the most immediate consequences for the atmosphere. Alternatively, seasurface temperatures are most often used to determine how the ocean is affecting the atmospheric state, although these will be in large part a consequence of the heat flux divergence (exchange of enthalpy with the atmosphere). Second, note that within the significant error bars, the "conveyor" (the real "global conveyor"
is the combined ocean and atmospheric transport) is indistinguishable from being antisymmetric about the equator. The net oceanic transport is asymmetric about the equator, with the atmospheric contribution compensating within observational error. An overall anti-symmetry, despite the asymmetry of the separate oceanic and atmospheric fluxes, is one of the more remarkable, but hardly noted, elements of the modern climate system. Stone (1978) discusses some of the physical elements controlling the total fluxes.
If this anti-symmetry is maintained as the climate system shifts (assuming the modern antisymmetry is not mere accident), a reduction in the northern hemisphere oceanic heat transport would be compensated by a corresponding increase in the atmospheric transport. That is, on a zonally integrated basis, one plausible outcome of a hypothetical "shutdown" of the North
Atlantic overturning circulation, with any consequent reduction in oceanic heat transport, is a warmer (and/or wetter) northern hemisphere atmosphere rather than a colder one. This argument says nothing at all about a regional atmospheric cooling in the North Atlantic sectoronly that should it occur, it would have to be compensated elsewhere so as to maintain the balance of incoming and outgoing radiation. Claims that it is obvious that the North Atlantic sector atmosphere must cool are difficult to sustain. (How the tropics, and e.g., its albedo, might shift through all of this, are unspecified in most discussions.)
Setting the global problem aside, turn now to the question of how a hypothetical North Atlantic meridional overturning circulation shutdown would occur. The conventional explanation connects it to a strong decrease in surface salinity from melting glacial ice. The hypothesis is that an injection of fresh water would dramatically reduce the meridional overturning circulation (MOC)-that is the zonally integrated mass flux. An extensive literature (e.g., Manabe
and Stouffer, 1999) has collected around this hypothesis and it has been the focus of numerous modeling efforts as well as being presented as "fact" to the public. Despite its intuitive appeal, there are a number of serious difficulties with it. That fresh water injection controls the North Atlantic circulation can be questioned from several points of view. First, existing climate models, which are the main tool that have been used to study the hypothesis, do not have the resolution, either vertical or horizontal, to properly compute the behavior of fresh water and its interaction with the underlying ocean and overlying atmosphere. Models of the modern ocean contain special, high resolution subcomponents designed to calculate mixed layer behavior (e.g., Price et al., 1986; Large et al., 1994) . Despite the great effort that has gone into them, systematic errors in calculating mixed layer properties remain. How these errors would accumulate in climate-scale models, with much less resolution is unknown. Second, some models also use a physically inappropriate surface boundary condition for salinity, leading to serious questions about the physical reality of the resulting flows (Huang, 1993).
Third, the models have almost always been run with fixed diffusion coefficients. Recently, a series of papers (Munk and Wunsch, 1978; Huang, 1999; Nilsson et al., 2003; Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004) have noted that, (a) mixing coefficients have a profound influence on the circulation; (b)
fixed mixing coefficients as the climate system shifts and/or as fresh water is added, are very unlikely to be correct; (c) depending upon exactly how the mixing coefficients are modified, fresh water additions can actually increase the North Atlantic mass circulation (Nilsson et al., 2003) .
Finally (d), the prime mover of the ocean circulation, including its mixing coefficients as well as providing the major direct input of energy (Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004 Coupled models that have been claimed to show atmospheric response to oceanic mass flux shifts do not themselves resolve the major property transport pathways of either ocean or atmosphere. Some of these models are of the "box" form, with as few as four parameters. More sophisticated models are commonly described as "intermediate complexity" ones; despite the label, they still lack adequate resolution and dynamical and physical components required for true realism. Little evidence exists that such simplified representations of the climate system can be integrated skillfully over the long periods required to describe true climatic time scales as both systematic and random errors accumulate. Whether dynamical thresholds in oversimplified models correspond to those in the enormously higher dimension real system also remains unproven. Combined with the resolution issue, one concludes that as yet, modeling studies neither support nor undermine the canonical scenario. They remain primarily as indicators of processes that can be operating, but with no evidence that they dominate. 1 Furthermore, there is no known simple relationship between the zonally integrated overturning stream function defining the MOC, and either the heat flux or the seasurface temperatures.
Even if the MOC did weaken, there is no logical chain leading to the inference that the seasurface temperatures must be reduced (although in some models, they are reduced).
1 A reviewer questions the assertion that models necessarily accumulate errors. Probably the earliest timestepping models were those used for calculating planetary and cometary positions (Gauss, and many others).
They recognized from the outset that as their calculations were carried forward in time, estimated future positions would become increasingly erroneous. This result has nothing to do with chaos, but with simplified models and initial condition errors. Many such errors are bounded (asimuthal errors cannot exceed 180
• of arc, no matter how poor the model), but any claim to model skill must estimate the size of the inevitable errors incurred relative to the signals sought. The only clear conclusion is that such errors never vanish, although they might be, demonstrably, small.
Much of the evidence for "shutdown" deals with elements of the circulation that do not directly imply anything about shifts in heat flux or seasurface temperature. Some of the inference concerns the net export of properties from the North Atlantic (e.g., Yu et al., 1996 for protactinium) . But in the modern system (e.g., Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2002) , estimation of the mean meridional property transport depends upon the property (temperature, oxygen, etc.) and the ability to calculate the integral of velocity times property concentration as a function of longitude and depth across the entire ocean basin. That is, the net meridional property flux is,
Here, z, x are vertical and zonal coordinates respectively, z b (x) is the bottom topography, and ρ is the density, assuming C is given as units/unit mass. L is the zonal ocean width. Fixed ρv (mass flux distribution) produces some properties that are imported on average into the North Atlantic (temperature or enthalpy), and some that are exported (e.g., nitrate, oxygen). The sign of H C depends upon the particular property, and net transports are the result of a spatially complex covariance between the mass flux, ρv, and the concentration C. North Atlantic MOC produces at best a regional story, one whose global implications have to be determined using convincing global data and models.
5 An Alternative View This inference suggests at least examining the climate system for explanations directed at the central Greenland shifts, without necessarily having to explain simultaneous shifts everywhere else (although we will return to that problem later). Laurentide ice sheet on the atmospheric circulation, including modification of the ice sheet itself by the atmospheric circulation. A reasonable inference is that the mean structure of the westerly wind system, the standing-wave patterns, encountering the massive ice sheets is quite different from its modern value, and that more than one equilibrium is possible. Earlier modeling calculations such as that of Kutzbach and Guetter (1986) are strongly suggestive, as they slowly changed the shape of the Laurentide and Fennoscandian ice sheets, of their influence on the climate system. The models used were, however, of very coarse resolution relative to the ice sheet and North Atlantic structures. A very recent report (Justino, et al., 2005) suggests the great influence of the ice sheets on atmospheric synoptic scales, but their model lacked the ability for the climate to modify the ice sheets. High resolution models with detailed land ice/atmosphere/seaice/ocean feedbacks are required for realistic depiction of potential abrupt atmospheric circulation shifts.
In a more abstract context, Farrell and Ioannou (2003) circulation (e.g., Pedlosky, 1996) represents the three-dimensional motions in terms, primarily, of the windstress driving. Energy arguments (e.g., Munk and Wunsch, 1998; Huang, 1999; Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004) show that buoyancy forcing, while contributing in important ways to the structure of the circulation and determining to a large degree the extent to which it carries heat and moisture, cannot "drive" the circulation in any conventional sense. 5. Estimated power density spectra of the Cariaco Basin reflectance data (black), and of the δ 18 O results (gray) of Stuiver and Grootes (2000) as used by Peterson et al. (2000) . The spectral shapes are similar but not identical. The degree of aliasing in these records remains unknown, although Wunsch (2000) has suggested that it is significant in the Greenland core. An estimated 95% confidence interval is shown. Ratios of the low order moments of these spectra are numerically very close.
6. Identification of supposedly corresponding events in the Hulu Cave record and in Greenland ice core (re-drawn from Alley, 2005). Notice, e.g., that the large excursions in the Hulu cave record near -45KY and -30KY have no counterpart in the Greenland record.
7. (Re-drawn from Hendy et al., 2002) showing the apparent correspondence between the δ 18 O record in Santa Barbara Basin and that in the GISP2 record. That an equivalent degree of high frequency variability exists in both records is evident; whether the oscillations actually correspond as the dashed lines indicate, is much less obvious. Note that Hendy et al. (2004) invoke local wind and ocean circulation effects to rationalize the Santa Barbara record. Stuiver and Grootes (2000) as used by Peterson et al. (2000) . The spectral shapes are similar but not identical, particularly at high frequencies where the differing original sampling intervals distort the results. The degree of aliasing in these records remains unknown, although Wunsch (2000) has suggested that it is significant in the Greenland core. An estimated 95% confidence interval is shown. Ratios of the low order moments of these spectra are numerically very close. Hendy et al., 2002) showing the apparent correspondence between the δ 18 O record in Santa Barbara Basin and that in the GISP2 record. That an equivalent degree of high frequency variability exists in both records is evident; whether the oscillations actually correspond as the dashed lines indicate, is much less obvious. Note that Hendy et al. (2004) invoke local wind and ocean circulation effects to rationalize the Santa Barbara record. Global patterns of the stationary wave fields generated by the ice sheet in Fig. 8 as computed by Roe and Lindzen (2001) . (a) Here z = 5-km geopotential heights (dm), and (b) temperature perturbation from zonal mean at z = 1 km (
• C). The forcing ice sheet is faintly outlined. The stationary wave pattern exerts a significant influence on climate both upstream and downstream of the forcing region. Feedbacks between ice and atmosphere modify the shape and volume of the ice sheet and lead to the possibility of abrupt shifts.
